Friday, October 8, 2010

3:00-3:25 Registration / Pyle Center third floor reception area at room 325

Please arrive early to pick up your materials, enjoy some refreshments, and connect with friends old and new. As 3:30 draws near, proceed to the Chazen Museum of Art Auditorium for the opening session. (Distance about one block; walking time 5 minutes.)

Directions: Exit the Pyle Center and head to the right, downhill towards the Library Mall. Cross the mall to the clock tower, and continue onto the new red & white paved corridor under construction. Follow the corridor and construction fence to the Chazen entrance. Enter and walk to the right around the staircase where there is an elevator and a set of stairs. Go down one floor and enter the auditorium, L140.

3:30-4:45 OPENING SESSION at the Chazen Museum of Art Auditorium

Welcome: Howie Erlanger

Plenary Presentation: Barbara Young Welke and Cast Members.

*Owning Hazard in the Modern American Marketplace*

4:45-5:00 Break - Return to the Pyle Center.

5:00-6:30 SESSION 2: RESEARCH METHODS: IF I COULD DO IT OVER AGAIN ... 
Chair: Herbert Kritzer
Panel: Kathryn Hendley, Susan Shapiro, Jerry Van Hoy and Barbara Young Welke

6:30-6:45 Break

6:45-8:15 RECEPTION AND BUFFET DINNER – Alumni Lounge, Pyle Center First Floor
(Cash Bar Reception; soft drinks, hors d’oeuvres & dinner provided for all registered guests)

8:15 Announcements: Informal Discussions and Leaders

- Mitra Sharafi: “Tips and Tricks for Teachers Old and New”
- Sandra Levitsky: “Managing the Dual Career Family”
- Herbert Kritzer: “Getting Published”
- Mark Suchman and Elizabeth Boyle: “Getting Grants”
Room Assignments after the opening session at the Chazen Museum of Art.
Plenary & A Sessions 325 (Equipped with computer, projection screen, internet access)
B Sessions 309
C Sessions 313 (Equipped with computer, projection screen, internet access)
D Sessions 332

Saturday, October 9, 2010

8:30-9:00 Continental Breakfast and Conversation (reception area at room 325, Pyle Center)

9:00-10:10 Session 3: Concurrent Presentations (70 min.)

3A *On Law Online
Chair: Cecilia Klingele
Panel: Brian Gran/William Henry: Death to Facebook”: Regulation of Social Networking Sites
Thaddeus Hoffmeister: The Impact of the Digital Age on Jurors
John Thomson: Legal Consciousness, Copyright, Communication

3B *Human Rights I
Chair: Nancy Buenger
Panel: Sumudu Atapattu: Using Human Rights Framework to Protect Environmental Rights
Berndadette Atuahene: Property and Transitional Justice
Zakiya Luna: Puppies and Rainbows and Human Rights: Perceptions of Human Rights in the Reproductive Justice Movement
Rachael Pierotti: Legal Strategies of the Women's Movement in Tanzania

3C *Protest/Backlash
Chair: Andrew Coan
Panel: John Duerk: A Discussion of the Animal Enterprise Terrorism Act
Jamie Longazel: Pro-Immigrant Activism in an All-American City: Global Problems, Local Limitations
Christopher Schmidt: The Tea Party Constitution

10:10-10:20 Break

*This panel includes one or more graduate students.
10:20-11:30  **Session 4: Concurrent Presentations** (70 min.)

**4A  Negotiating the Boundaries of Law & Society**
Chair: Mark Suchman  
Panel:  
- Sandra Levitsky: *Negotiating the Job Market as a Law & Society Scholar*
- Anna Maria Marshall: *Interdisciplinarity and Methodological Pluralism*
- Jerry Van Hoy: *Teaching Law and Society Gateway and Capstone Courses*

**4B  Lawyers and Judges**
Chair: Brad Snyder  
Panel:  
- Eric Chaffee: *Building Legal Norms from Society's Intuitions About Justice: The Role of Ethical Intuitionism in Legal Compliance in the Business World*
- Corey Yung: *Judged by the Company You Keep: An Empirical Study of the Ideologies of the Federal Judges*

**4C  Governing Diversity in the Americas**
Chair: Alexandra Huneeus  
Panel:  
- Sandra Botero: *Legal Pluralism and Political Inclusion in Latin America*
- Victor Jew: *The Limits of Wartime Legal Liberalism*
- Rashmee Singh: *Genealogy of “Ethno-specificity” as a Technique of Governance*

**4D  Documenting Youth**
Chair: Daniel Blocq  
Panel:  
- Alicia Harden: *When Bad Parents Become the Worst Parents: States’ Responses to the “Aggravated Circumstances” Exception under ASFA and the Waiver of Reasonable Efforts*
- Jeffrey Parness: *Reforming Voluntary Paternity Acknowledgment Procedures*
- Matilda Stubbs: *Documenting Lives: The Role of the Case File in the U.S. Foster Care System*

11:30-11:40  Break

11:40-12:30  **Session 5: Concurrent Presentations** (50 min.)

**5A  Lunacy and Mental Health**
Chair: Karl Shoemaker  
Panel:  
- Kathryn Burns-Howard: *From Feme Covert to Ersatz Patriarch: Civil Status and the Law of Lunacy in the 19th-Century U.S.*
- Ursula Castellano: *Judges’ Use of Treatment Narratives and Motivational Strategies in Mental Health Courts*

**5B  Research Methods**
Chair: Anna Maria Marshall  
Panel:  
- Mark Edwards: *Qualitative Legal Research in a Foreign Land: A Case Study*
- Peter Oh: *What Constitutes Good Empirical Legal Scholarship?*

*This panel includes one or more graduate students*
5C  **Criminal Dramas**
Chair: Jerry Van Hoy
Panel: Suzanne Borland: *CSI v. Law & Order: Creating Diverse Evidentiary Expectations Among Jurors?*
Nancy Marder: *Judging the Television Judges*

5D  **Community Corrections and Prison Re-entry**
Chair: Elizabeth Hoffmann
Panel: Nicole Kaufman: *Political Teaching and Learning in Women’s Prisoner Reentry Groups*
Cecilia Klingele: *Discretionary Decisionmaking by Community Corrections Agents*

12:30-1:40  Buffet Lunch provided for all registered guests in the Alumni Lounge.
1:40-1:50  Return to meeting rooms

1:50-3:00  **SESSION 6: CONCURRENT PRESENTATIONS** (70 min.)

6A  **Scholarship and Court Citation**
Chair: Mark Edwards
Panel: June Liebert/Raizel Liebler: *Specialized Citation Analysis in Supreme Court Cases*
Lee Petherbridge: *Legal Scholarship and the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit: an Empirical Study*
Dave Schwartz: *Citation to Legal Scholarship by the Federal Courts of Appeals: an Empirical Study*

6B  ***Embodying the Workplace**
Chair: Sandra Levitsky
Panel: Elizabeth Hoffmann: *Moms and Managers*
Nate Holdren: *“The Compensation Law Put Us Out Of Work”: Workmen's Compensation, Commodification, and Disability*
Jill Weinberg: *Homonormalization of the Workplace: Law, Organizations and the Construction of Identity*

6C  **The Rule of Law: Colonial/Postcolonial Contexts**
Chair: Nancy Buenger: *Equity as Anti-Law*
Miranda Johnson: *The New, Ancient Past: Historicizing the Rule of Law in Anglophone Settler States*
Mitra Sharafi: *Separating the Rule of Law from Colonialism*

3:00-3:10  Break

*This panel includes one or more graduate students.*
3:10-4:20  **SESSION 7: CONCURRENT PRESENTATIONS** (70 min.)

7A  **Mobilizing Law in Non-democratic Regimes: Case of Russia**
Chair: Kathryn Hendley
Panel: Jordan Gans-Morse: *Out of Chaos? Business Conflicts and Demand for Legal Institutions in Russia*
Lauren McCarthy: *Mobilizing Old Laws to Prosecute New Crimes: The Case of Human Trafficking in Russia*
Alexei Trochev: *Seeking Redress from Wrongful Prosecution in Putin’s Russia*

7B  **Human Rights II**
Chair: Heinz Klug
Panel: Jason Cross: *Metrics and Democratization*
Catherine Grosso: *State Movements to Abolish the Death Penalty and Their Impact on International Norms*
Brian Ray: *Proceduralisation's Triumph and Engagement's Promise in Socioeconomic Rights Litigation*

7C  **Sexuality**
Chair: Alan Rubel
Panel: Trevor Hoppe: *HIV-Nondisclosure Laws as State-Sanctioned Heteronormativity*
Jeff Kosbie: *Courts as a Discursive Forum: Judicial Narratives of Sexuality Over Time*
Jamie Small: *The Legality of Sexuality: Male Rape and the Construction of Heteronormativity*

4:20-4:30 Break

4:30-5:00  **SESSION 8: ENDNOTE SPEAKER:** Mark Suchman

Closing Comments: Howie Erlanger

*This panel includes one or more graduate students*